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SUNSHINE SUPERMAN 

LAST TRAIN TO CLARKSVILLE - HURT SO BAD 

DANDY - TURN-DOWN DAY : IT’S NOT UNUSUAL - MEXICO 

BAUBLES,BANGLES & BEADS - 1 SAW HER AGAIN LAST NIGHT - SUNNY 

LARA’S THEME FROM “DR. ZHIVAGO”’ (SOMEWHERE, MY LOVE) - POCO A POCO 
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SIDE ONE 

DANDY (BMI) 
SUNSHINE SUPERMAN (ASCAP) 
TURN-DOWN DAY (ASCAP) 
HURT SO ie (BMI) 
SUNNY (BMI) 
IT’S NOT UNUSUAL (BMI) Frombonies United 
SIDE TWO pin eee : : 
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YOU’RE GONNA HEAR THESE BONES ARE MADE 

LAST TRAIN TO CLARKSVILLE (BMI) LSP y4v2/LRP3472 i$t7449/ LRP-3449 

ee TIER AGAIN LAST NIGHT (en) walk with Me. aneaue. me Buy on: Deyaeaen tae 
LARA’S THEME FROM “DR. ZHIVAGO” oe ia ee eee i cure coe a 

een ay ‘MY LOVE) (ASCAP) copy Gals Modesty (Modesty ar Milne Hots Aste SRG. oot 

0) (BM ) 
Aen Sea ou in Senne Duicine Fort Walt Eor You; 

POCO A POCO (BMI ) 
: so Beso (That Kiss). 

BAUBLES, BANGLES & BEADS (ASCAP) 
Produced & Arranged by Tommy Oliver 

Art Direction: Woody Woodward 
Cover Photography: Peter Whorf 

New musical aggregations are certainly nothing unusual, so when one arrives on the scene it had better have something to say or its 

tenure in a recording studio will be very short-lived. For the Trombones Unlimited, the door will remain open. On this, their third 

album, they once again give you the stuff that good music’s made of. They possess a talent, drive, finesse, and exhilaration that has 

been warmly accepted by the music public. 

Their versatility and occasional touches of humor are once more present. The “Bones” easily slide from the happy sound of Dandy 

and Baubles, Bangles And Beads through the samba rhythms of Poco A Poco and the intriguing waltz quality of Lara’s Theme From Dr. 

Zhivago to an all-out tasty rock treatment of /t’s Not Unusual. Last Train To Clarksville gets off to a very catchy and exciting beginning 

due to the insight of arrange:, Tommy Oliver. He has taken the original jazz riff, which occurred near the end of the song, and enlarged 

it to start the train moving with a roar. All of the tunes recorded by the Trombones Unlimited receive the same enthus- 

iastic treatment. 

This is an album of excitment. Excitement in knowing that a musical group (and idea) is here to stay; excitement 

in versatility and taste; and excitement as a musical listening experience. Tom Wesley 
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